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 Tiger Touch Release Notes

Version History

Version Release Date Details

6.0 N/A
New Features, improvements and fixes.
New Features  Improvements  Changes  Bugs Fixed  Known Issues 

5.0 17/10/11
New Features and Improvements
New Features  Improvements  Bugs Fixed 

4.1 9/05/11
Includes bug fixes to v4.0.
New Features  Improvements  Bugs Fixed 

4.0 8/11/10
Additional features including Undo and Blind
New Features  Improvements  Changes  Bugs Fixed 

3.1 18/06/10
Maintenance release for Version 3 including the most requested usability improvements and bug fixes
Improvements  Changes  Bugs Fixed 

3.0 31/03/10
Includes Expert Wing and new window system.
New Features  Improvements  Changes  Bugs Fixed  Known Issues 

2.0 01/10/09
Additional features, building on version 1.2
New Features  Improvements  Changes  Bugs Fixed  Known Issues 

1.2 30/07/09
Additional features, building on version 1.1
New Features  Improvements  Bugs Fixed  Known Issues 

1.1 14/04/09
Additional features, building on version 1.0
New Features  Improvements  Bugs Fixed  Known Issues 

Release version 6.0  Back to top

Upgrade Procedure

Back to top

Upgrading from: 4.0:

There is no upgrade path from versions prior to 4.1 and so the software must be installed by running a recovery disc. You can download a
recovery disc containing this software from Avolites download. Please follow the instructions given when downloading the recovery disc to install
this version.

1.

Upgrading from: 4.1 and 5.0:

Please ensure you save and backup your shows before attempting to upgrade any software. An automated upgrade path from Titan 4.1 and 5.0 is
provided. Upgrading from any other version requires the running of a Titan 6.0 recovery disc. You can download the latest Titan software from
Avolites download. Full instructions for upgrading both with an installer and a recovery disc are supplied with the download and can be found in
the console manual. The installer upgrade procedure is reproduced briefly below. Please save the software to a USB stick or other media and
follow these instructions: Shutdown the software by selecting 'Shutdown Software' from the tools menu. Insert the USB stick in the console and
click on the yellow 'Folders' icon on the tools menu of the console. Find the setup file you saved to the USB stick and double click to run it. Follow
the instructions presented by the installer, taking care to read each step carefully. Once the setup completes you need to restart the console.
When the console restarts it should be updated to the new software, please check this by reading the version number in system mode.

2.

New Features

Back to top

TitanNet:

It is now possible to distribute DMX over networked nodes and the total number of available lines has been increased to 24.

You can assign lines and view information about the status of connected nodes via the new 'TitanNet Overview' tab in the DMX Settings window.
Available lines are shown on the left side, available nodes in the centre and information on the right. Select a line followed by the lines section of
a node to assign. Click on the node to view information such as IP address, number of available slots, number of lines assigned and load. If more
lines are assigned than the maximum number of slots a warning will be shown in the node and node information. Use the tabs at the top to
switch between TitanNet and DMX node assignment screens.

If a show is loaded that had fixtures and lines assigned to processing nodes that are no longer available a screen will automatically appear
detailing nodes in use, available nodes and provides the ability to reassign.

1.

Patch View:

There is now a dedicated patch workspace. This provides a way to patch, review and edit all in one space. Functions include patch, repatch,
legend, renumber, invert and swap pan/tilt, freeze, exchange, park and view fixture. The patch view can be filtered by type and/or line (including
parked). A usage bar at the top of the screen makes it easy to see how much of a single universe or all universes has been used. Line usage
according to fixture type filter is represented as a bar meter on the line buttons. This provides a way quick way to see which lines contain a
particular fixture. It is possible to select fixtures, exchange or set the next free address by clicking in the usage bar. Each fixture type is
represented with a unique colour. Information in cells can be edited directly by clicking on them or multiple items can be edited at once by
pressing the context 'set' button. Non-sequential items can be selected by holding down the ctrl key. Cells can also be navigated using the
keyboard cursor keys. Sort options are available in the context menu. The personality list will show recently used fixtures at the top.

2.

Fixture View:

It is now possible to view information about patched fixtures. Press OPEN/VIEW followed by fixture handle or press the [View] button in Patch
View. This will show details including legend, name, manufacturer, model, mode, handles, address, channel mapping including offset and actual
address and dip switch settings. It is possible to directly edit invert and freeze options per attribute.

3.
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Cue List - Move in Dark:

Comprehensive Move in Dark functions are now available for Cue Lists. These can be set on each cue. The options are:

[Cue Number] specifies a cue that you would prefer the MID to occur.
[Cue Offset] sets a preferred number of cues in advance.
[Global] will use the cue list global MID setting.
[Disabled] turns off move in dark for this cue.
[Early] will move as early as possible.
[Late] will move as late as possible.

Global options are:

[Disabled] prevents all MID functions for the particular cuelist regardless of individual cue settings.
[Early] will attempt a move as soon as possible unless overridden in an individual cue.
[Late] will move as late as possible unless overridden in a cue.
[Off] turns off move in dark unless specified in individual cues.

For each cue you can set a Move in Dark Delay and Move in Dark Fade time. Each cue also has a MID inhibit switch. When turned on a MID can
never occur during that cue. In all cases if the specified cue is inhibited from MID or if any fixtures are live on stage in the cue then it will
attempt the MID in the nearest suitable cue instead.

4.

Cue List - Tracking Options:

It is now possible to control how tracking behaves:

[Block] - When a cue is set to block it will not take any tracking information from previous cues. All subsequent cues will track from the
block cue onwards.
[This Cue Only] - Changes in this cue will not track to subsequent cues. Unchanged information from previous cues will pass through.
[Solo] No information is tracked into or out of a solo cue. Information from previous cues will track to subsequent cues but will not appear
in the solo cue.

5.

Copy/Move Within Cue Lists and Chases:

It is now possible to copy and move cues, including ranges, within the same or between other cue lists and chases. This can be accomplished by
clicking/dragging cues in a playback view, via a command line syntax or from unfold. Command syntax is as follows:

Copy/Move within the same playback:

COPY/MOVE <playback> <cue> [THRO <cue>] [NOT <cue>] [AND <cue>] @ <cue> ENTER
COPY/MOVE <playback> <cue> [THRO <cue>] [NOT <cue>] [AND <cue>] ENTER <cue> ENTER

Copy/Move to the end of the same playback:

COPY/MOVE <playback> <cue> [THRO <cue>] [NOT <cue>] [AND <cue>] @ @
COPY/MOVE <playback> <cue> [THRO <cue>] [NOT <cue>] [AND <cue>] ENTER ENTER

Copy/Move to a different playback:

COPY/MOVE <playback> <cue> [THRO <cue>] [NOT <cue>] [AND <cue>] [@][ENTER] <playback> <cue> ENTER

Copy/Move to the end of a different playback:

COPY/MOVE <playback> <cue> [THRO <cue>] [NOT <cue>] [AND <cue>] [@][ENTER] <playback> ENTER
COPY/MOVE <playback> <cue> [THRO <cue>] [NOT <cue>] [AND <cue>] [@][ENTER] <playback> <playback>

(<playback> is a playback swop key, <cue> is the cue number and sections in square brackets are optional)

6.

Theatre Syntax:

New syntax options have been added for fast cue list recording and editing. The following commands work for the selected or currently connected
playback where <n> is the cue number:

RECORD/CONNECT <n> ENTER (record cue n)
COPY CONNECT <n> (Copy cue n)
DELETE CONNECT <n> (Delete cue n)
INCLUDE CONNECT <n> (Include cue n)
CONNECT <n> GO. (Go cue n)

7.

Pixel Mapper Text:

A new text element has been added to pixel mapper. This is represented as 'Ab' in the elements selection. Available properties are:

Font/Font Style
Opacity
X Position
Y Position
Width
Height
Zoom
Rotation
Border Width

8.

Pixel Mapper Image:

A new image element has been added to pixel mapper. This is represented as an open file image in the elements selection. When selected an
image browser will open (*). You can choose between a local source or Usb stick (if present) at the top. By default the local image directory is my
documents/my pictures. You can import images in jpg, png and bmp formats. Open directories by clicking on them in the main window. To move
up a directory level press the icon to the right of the arrow buttons at the bottom. Available images will be shown as a preview. Either
double-click an image to immediately add it to pixel mapper or select multiple images followed by the 'tick' icon which will import the images. If
multiple images have been imported the library will be opened ready in the imported section where you can choose an image to use. You can
delete images from the imported library by clicking on the trashcan, select image(s) and then confirm with the tick. Available properties are:

9.
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Opacity
X Position
Y Position
Width
Height
Zoom
Rotation

(* if the image browser does not open click on the keyboard button in the taskbar.)

Pixel Mapper Scribble:

A new scribble element has been added to pixel mapper. This is represented as a hand with a pen in the elements selection. Selecting this
element will open the touch keyboard where you can draw images to use as elements in the pixel mapper. Available properties are:

Opacity
X Position
Y Position
Width
Height
Zoom
Rotation

10.

Pixel Mapper Grid Fit Animation:

A new grid fit pixel mapper animation has been added. This is represented in as a symmetrical grid of 3x3 dots in the animation selection. This
provides a way to align animations accurately to the pixel grid. Available properties are:

Columns
Rows

An example of use in a simple 5x5 layout might be a block element (zoom to size of a single cell) + displacement animation + grid fit (5x5) +
opacity animation. This will make a block randomly fade in/out onto single whole cells only.

11.

Pixel Mapper Wheel and Numeric Control:

It is now possible to adjust pixel mapper controls using the wheels or by entering values numerically. This makes it easier to fine tune or provide
precise values. To assign to wheels press the value box to the right of the control. Some attributes are grouped in pairs on the wheels for
convenience. Controls currently assigned to wheels are represented with a highlighted box around the edge of the value(s). The last control
selected is also ready for numeric input. This is represented with a highlight on the value itself. Two additional softkeys are provided: '+/-' will
swap the value from positive to negative or vice-versa. 'Reset to default values' will reset the control to its default value (this can also be
achieved by double-clicking the value).

12.

View Shapes and Effects:

It is now possible to view pixel mapper and shape information in the channel grid and cue views. To view pixel mapper or shape information in
the channel grid select the relevant option from the channel grid context menu. Where a pixel map effect exists on an attribute it will be
represented as 'Effect'. Where a shape exists on an attribute it will be represented as the shape name. In playback view there are now two
additional columns representing shapes and pixels respectively. Where pixel mapper information is available a [View] button will appear. Pressing
this button will open a 'Pixel Mapper Effect View' detailing the effect values in a grid format. Effects, Layers, Elements and Animations follow a
tree style. All values can be directly edited by selecting the appropriate cell. New values can be input numerically or adjusted by wheel. Where
shape information is available a button with the shape name (or [...] for multiple shapes) will appear. Clicking this button will open a shape view
listing all the shapes contained in the cue. The shape controls can be directly edited by clicking on the appropriate cell and entering a new value
numerically. To view and edit individual fixtures in a shape click on the [View button] to open Shape Fixture View.

13.

Auto Legend:

There is a new user setting called Auto Legend (enabled by default). When enabled this setting will automatically create legends when recording
palettes unless you manually set a legend. When recording colour palettes in workspaces a coloured icon will be used to represent the colour.
Where a palette contains multiple fixtures set to different colours each different colour will be represented as a vertical bar. When recording
palettes involving CITP thumbnails the legend will use the thumbnail image. For all other palettes the last adjusted function and value will be
used with the exception of pan/tilt which will revert to a default palette legend instead.

14.

Assign Masters:

Where consoles do not have dedicated controls it is now possible to assign masters to handles. To do this go to system/[Assign Mastering], select
master and choose destination handle. Available masters are:

Grand
Playback
Preset
Flash
Swop

Various key profile options are available for masters and can be set via [Playback Options]. Note that by default masters have a transparent lock
set. This can also be changed via [Playback Options].

15.

Speed Masters:

You can now assign playbacks to separate speed masters. To assign a speed master go to system/[Assign Mastering], select master and choose
destination handle. Available speed masters are:

'BPM' (1-4) - BPM masters override local speed with absolute values. The maximum speed of each BPM master is toggled via [Playback
Options].
'Rate' (1-4) - Rate masters proportionally master a local speed. The scale for rate masters can be toggled via [Playback Options].
'Rate Grand Master' - The rate grand master proportionally controls the four rate masters.

Various key profile options are available via [Playback Options] including tap tempo for BPM masters (default). Assign playbacks to use one of the
speed masters via [Playback Options]/[Speed Source]. [Local] is the default. Speed masters can also be used to control shapes and effects. Note
that assigning a speed master is independent of the [Speed on Fader] option. In other words a speed master will control the speed of a shape
even if speed is set to static on fader.

16.

Shapes on Subfixtures:

It is now possible to run shapes on subfixtures via the master fixture handle. When a master fixture is selected you will be asked whether you
want to run the shape on the super fixtures or sub fixtures.

17.

Unfold a Range of Multi-Celled Fixtures:

It is now possible to unfold a range of fixtures containing subfixtures. There are two methods:

18.
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1) UNFOLD <select (range of) fixtures>. The subfixtures for all fixtures will then immediately appear on handles consecutively.
2) <select fixture(s)> UNFOLD [Selected Fixtures]. The subfixtures for all fixtures will appear on handles consecutively when [Selected
Fixtures] is pressed. This method allows for non-consecutive multiple fixture selection.

Note that when using method 2 the unfolded handles will always appear in the Fixtures workspace.

Sub Fixture Selection in Attribute Editor:

When a fixture containing sub fixtures is selected the available cells along with the master fixture are shown in the Attribute Editor and can be
selected for editing. Multiple cells can be selected. Note that it is possible to create groups directly from this selection if required.

19.

Sub Fixture Numeric Selection:

Numeric syntax for selection of sub fixtures has been enhanced for multiple fixtures. Available commands are as follows:

. (all sub fixtures of selection)
THRO .j (sub fixtures 1->j of all selected fixtures)
. THRO .j (sub fixtures 1->j of all selected fixtures)
.m (sub fixture m of all selected fixtures)
.m THRO (sub fixtures m->last of all selected fixtures)
.m THRO i (sub fixtures m->i of all selected fixtures)
.m THRO .j (sub fixtures m->j or all selected fixtures)
n THRO i. (all sub fixtures of fixtures n->i)
n THRO i.j (sub fixture j of fixtures n->i)
n THRO .j (sub fixture 1->j of fixture n)
n. (all sub fixtures of fixture n)
n. THRO (all sub fixtures of fixture n->last consecutive of type n)
n. THRO i (sub fixtures 1->i of fixture n)
n. THRO i.j (sub fixtures 1->j of fixtures n->i)
n.m (sub fixture m of fixture n)
n.m THRO (sub fixtures m->last of fixture n)
n.m THRO i (sub fixtures m->i of fixture n)
n.m THRO i. (sub fixture m->last of fixtures n->i)
n.m THRO i.j (sub fixtures m->j of fixtures n->i)
n.m THRO .j (sub fixtures m->j of fixture n)

20.

Second Monitor Output for Titan Mobile:

Titan Mobile now supports two displays. This can be enabled/disabled in system/[Display Setup]

21.

Static Playback Pages:

It is now possible to page the static playbacks on Tiger Touch and Titan Mobile. This applies to the 10 static playbacks on the Tiger Touch and the
20 executor buttons on Titan Mobile. There are a maximum of 60 pages. To change page use the new factory macros provided(*). (*Note that
macros are part of the fixture library. If you do not see these macros download and install the latest library.)

22.

DMX Triggers for Titan Mobile:

It is now possible to use DMX as a remote trigger on Titan Mobile consoles.

23.

Display DMX Address in Fixture Handle:

It is now possible to see the patch address for handles in the fixtures workspace without needing to be in the patch menu. This can be toggled
on/off the fixture workspace context menu.

24.

Patch with Offset:

There is a new option when patching to provide an offset. This saves time if you deliberately want to leave gaps between fixtures. Typically this
might be used when planning a show that will involve exchanging fixtures. When patching this is located in the [Options] menu. When editing in
patch view or using repatch in addition to 'retain layout' and 'bunch up' there is a third option called 'bunch up with offset'. With this option
selected it is possible to input an offset. Note that the offset is the total number of channels you would like the fixture to occupy. For example,
patching 2 x Martin Mac 700 Profile 31 DMX starting at DMX 001 with offset = 40 will result in fixture 1 at 001 and fixture 2 at 041.

25.

Update All Personalities:

Patch/[Update Personality] now has an extra [Update All] button to update all the available personalities without having to go through each
individually.

26.

User Personality Directory:

A new personalities directory has been created for custom fixtures. When patching personalities this is searched first and is not affected when
updating the library. This is available under 'My Documents\Titan\Personalities\'.

27.

New Show Wipe DMX Option:

When starting a new show you now have an option to keep existing DMX settings or to reset to default.

28.

Load With or Without DMX Settings:

When loading a show you now have an option to keep existing DMX settings or use those stored in the showfile.

29.

Loading Bar Status:

When loading a show there is now a new screen which will show the progress of the show loading.

30.

Show Browser:

There is now a new dedicated workspace when loading and saving shows on consoles without an LCD display.

31.

Quick Merge:

When overwriting a palette there is now an additional option called [quick merge]. This will filter the mask to only allow channels present in the
original palette. The mask is represented in the softkey display. When double-pressing this is the default action.

32.

Store Locate State:

It is now possible to store the locate state of fixtures. These can be recorded as shared (applies to all fixtures of the same type) or as individual
fixture. To store press Record followed by Locate. This will present a menu with options for Shared/Individual. Press [Record] or Locate a second
time to confirm.

33.

Release Key Profile Option:

There is now a new key profile option to release playbacks. This is particularly useful for cue-lists.

34.

Active Playbacks Workspace:

There is now a new workspace to show active playbacks. This provides an easy way to see what is currently running and from which page.

35.
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Various operations can be performed directly on the active playbacks. These include the ability to kill, copy, move, view and set legend.

Record Groups on Macro Buttons:

You can now record groups on the physical macro keys on the Tiger Touch and Expert Touch Wing.

36.

Record Timecode from Playback View:

There is a new context menu item in Playback View called Record Timecode. This provides a shortcut to the timecode menu with record enabled.

37.

Lock Macro and Palette Handle Paging:

It is now possible to set locks and transparent locks on macros and palettes. This is particularly useful when assigning the new static page
change macros to executor buttons.

38.

Titan Health Check:

A new application has been created to check and, if required, fix any important issues with the console. This runs automatically on starting the
console and if any problems are found there is an option to fix. Items checked are: Personalities (update within last 6 months), Disk File System
integrity, BIOS Firmware, USB Panel Firmware, SSD Firmware (where applicable).

39.

Improvements

Back to top

Exchange Group:

It is now possible to exchange a group of fixtures.

1.

Save DMX Settings:

DMX settings are now saved with in the showfile.

2.

Change Workspace in Record:

It is now possible to recall workspaces while in a record menu.

3.

Delete Cue from Playback View:

You can now delete cues by selecting the cue directly in playback view. On touch consoles pressing DELETE followed by a cue list or chase will
automatically open playback view ready for cue selection.

4.

Open Playback View on Include:

When including a chase or cue list on consoles without a dedicated LCD display the Playback View will now automatically open to allow cue
selection by touch.

5.

Select Column:

It is now possible to select whole columns for editing by clicking on the column header.

6.

Enhanced Numeric Group Syntax:

You can now use the syntax GROUP, n, @ to perform actions on a group.

7.

Patch Softkey for Dimmers:

There is now a [Patch Dimmers] softkey in the Patch Dimmer menu. This brings the menu functionality in line with Patch Fixture.

8.

Touch Softkeys in Macros:

You can now record the touch softkeys in macros.

9.

Set Fixture Order from Edit Groups:

There are now two separate options in the Edit Groups menu - [Fixture Order] and [Edit Layout].

10.

Playbacks View Background Page Name:

The current page name is now displayed in the background of the touch playbacks area to make it easier to see which page you are on.

11.

Improved Workspace Menu Bar:

The drop-down context menus have been redesigned to make them easier to click on.

12.

Remember Patch Quantity:

The Patch Quantity value is now retained after entering the Patch Options menu.

13.

Centreing Pixel Mapper Elements:

Previously some pixel mapper elements could be slightly off-centre. This has been improved.

14.

Flash Available Macro Handles:

When choosing a destination to record a macro the LED's on available handles now flash.

15.

Record Shapes and Effects by Stage:

It is now possible to record any running shapes or effects using record by stage mode.

16.

Changes

Back to top

Track Changes Only:

When recording cue lists only changes will be recorded. Any values that remain unchanged from the previous cue will not. This ensures tracking
functions correctly.

1.

Default Workspace - Fixtures & Groups:

When starting a new show the default workspace is now Fixtures and Groups. This is more convenient for patching.

2.

Reset User Settings on New Show:

When starting a new show the user settings are reset to defaults. Note that this includes Autosave settings.

3.

Unfold Fixture Now Only Sub Fixture Handles:4.
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When unfolding fixtures with sub fixtures the master fixtures will no longer be assigned to handles in the unfolded view. Master fixtures are now
accessed in the 'folded' view only.

Rec Step Cue Number Focus:

When using Rec Step it will now always be ready for a cue number input. Previously it would remember the last item focused, for example
legend, making it difficult to work quickly.

5.

Cue List Auto Connect to Timecode:

When recording timecode the associated cue list is now automatically connected enabling timecode playback.

6.

Fixture Attribute Workspace Shortcut Position:

The default factory Fixture Attribute workspace shortcut now positions the Attribute Editor workspace the bottom-left quad.

7.

Remove Compatibility View:

The default factory Compatibility workspace shortcut has been removed. The workspaces are still available from the Open menu.

8.

Patch Menu Order:

The softkey order in the patch menu has been changed. The order is now as follows: A = Quantity, B = DMX Line, C = DMX Address, D = User
Number, E = Legend, F = Patch, G = Options.

9.

Bugs Fixed

Back to top

Cannot recover from corrupt configuration file:

In rare circumstances it was possible for a configuration file to become corrupt. If this occurred the software was unable to start until the file had
been deleted. The software is now able to detect this problem and recover.

1.

Pixel Mapper fails to work with certain locale settings:

Where a system was set to a language that used a comma symbol to represent decimal points the pixel mapper effect editor would fail. This has
been resolved.

2.

Merging into cue lists doesn't update tracking as expected:

Previously when a cues were updated by merging the tracking would not update to suit. This has now been fixed with the change 'track changes
only'. Note that this applies to new cue lists only.

3.

Frozen attribute levels do not save with showfile:

Previously when saving fixtures with frozen attributes they would reload in their power on state. The frozen levels are now saved and restored
correctly.

4.

Load v4 show with multi-cell fixtures breaks related programming.:

Previously when loading a v4 show with multi-cell fixtures the software would not interpret them correctly which would compromise any related
programming. Now the software will recognise the show is from an earlier version and preserve the programming.

5.

Sub-fixture exchange broken:

When exchanging one multi-cell fixture for another the sub fixture data would not exchange correctly. This has now been fixed.

6.

Can't click on touch screen:

Occasionally it was possible a left click or touch on a screen would not work as expected. This has now been resolved.

7.

Preset fader intensities get stuck:

In v5.0 it was possible for intensities from preset faders to get stuck on. This would happen if the fader was lowered very quickly. This has now
been resolved.

8.

No output with 16bit virtual masters:

In the very rare instances of a 16bit virtual dimmer there would be no output if intensity was snapped to 100% (i.e.. Flash/swop @@ etc.) This
has now been fixed.

9.

Super fixture palettes get stuck in the programmer.:

Palettes created from master fixtures that contained links to sub fixtures would lock in the programmer when recalled by fixture selection. To
restore control you had to nudge the affected attributes. This has now been resolved.

10.

Sub fixtures don't locate when master fixture is in the programmer:

If master fixture values were in the programmer and you attempted to locate a sub fixture it would not work until you nudged the attributes. This
has been fixed.

11.

Sub fixtures don't locate if they are in the programmer and the master is located.:

If sub fixture values were in the programmer and you then attempted to locate the master fixture it would not work. This has been fixed.

12.

Applying palettes to sub fixtures after locating master fixture:

If a master fixture was located and not cleared and you attempted to apply palettes to separate sub fixtures any fixtures not selected would reset
to the locate values. This only happened if the master fixture had not been cleared. This is now resolved.

13.

Higher priority block shapes not working correctly:

Previously a higher priority block shape could still be overridden by a lower priority shape. Now a higher priority block shape will always override
a lower priority shape.

14.

Release clear to lower dimmer:

If the programmer contained dimmers at a higher level than in an active cue using OFF/Clear would result in a delay then snap to lower level. It
will now fade to the lower level over the time set or master release time.

15.

Release clear snaps dimmers:

If the programmer contained dimmers at a lower level than in an active cue release clear would fade to zero then snap back to the cue level. Now
the dimmers will correctly fade up to the cue level over the time specified or the master release time.

16.

Flash and swop ignore master release time:

Previously when cues set to release were flashed or swopped they would ignore the master release time and release over 2s. They will now
release according to master release time.

17.
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Flash/Swop intensity does not work with autoload:

Where a cue-list autoloads an intensity cue flashing or swopping the cue would not output to stage as expected. This has been fixed.

18.

Flash/Swop intensity shapes in cue lists with size on fader does not work:

Previously if a dimmer shape cue in a cue list set to size on fader was flashed or swopped it would not output. This has been fixed.

19.

Can't adjust cue list or chase level by fader while in delay:

Where a cue list or chase had delay times set the playback fader would not affect intensity levels during the delay and would suddenly snap to
the new level instead. Now it is possible to master intensities by fader during delay times.

20.

Delay + Mode 2:

Previously cues set to mode 2 with delay values would not work correctly. This has now been resolved.

21.

Flash and Latch:

If a playback was latched while flashed or flashed while latched the playback could appear to get stuck on. This has now been resolved.

22.

Double click palettes:

Very rarely a palette would not fire the first time it was applied. This has been resolved.

23.

Pixel mapper outputs in blind:

Previously the pixel mapper would still output in blind. This has now been fixed.

24.

Block shape palette doesn't save:

Previously if you stored a block shape palette it would not restore on load show. This has now been fixed.

25.

Macro links in cue lists don't save:

Previously macro links in cue lists were not restored on load show. This has now been resolved.

26.

Macro links don't copy:

Previously when cue lists containing macro links were copied the copy would not contain the macro links. This has been resolved.

27.

Mixed mode shared palettes:

Previously if you had more than one mode of a particular fixture patched and attempted to create a shared palette that treated the two modes
independently it would only allow one of the modes to exist. It is now possible to have a shared palette for each mode within a single palette.
Note that by design if a shared palette is only created in one of the modes it will still apply to both.

28.

Group fixture order persists on replace:

Previously if you replaced a group using the same fixtures but in a different order the original order would persist. Now the new order replaces as
expected.

29.

Fixture order does not always save correctly:

Sometimes after saving and loading a show the fixture order was not as you left it. This was specific to leaving some fixtures with no fixture order
set. This has now been resolved.

30.

Fan within group doesn't work correctly:

Sometimes when fan was set to 'within group' it would not fan symmetrically as expected. This has now been resolved.

31.

Copied fixtures don't appear in cue view:

Previously copied fixtures would not appear in the channel grid when viewing cues that contained the originals. This has now been resolved.

32.

Cue lists fade out with snap back/cut next cue live:

Previously if fade out times had been set in cue lists the snap back/forward functions would not snap correctly. The snap functions now work as
expected where fade out times are set.

33.

Snap back/cut next cue live fades shapes:

Previously when snapping between cues with shapes in a cue list the shapes would fade. They now snap as expected.

34.

Cue view sticks in times view:

After performing edit times operations the cue view would get stuck in times view. It has now been changed so that it always opens in levels
view.

35.

Renumber cue does not update playback view:

Previously if a cue was renumbered in a playback you were viewing the cue list would not reorder itself until it was fired. Renumbered cues now
immediately reorder in the playback view.

36.

Cue and Playback Views don't update when associated playback is deleted:

Previously if, while viewing a playback or its cue data, the playback was deleted the views would remain. Now they will clear as expected.

37.

Record chase softkey gets stuck on [update]:

Previously, after updating a step in a chase it was possible for the [append] softkey to continue to read [update] instead. This has now been
resolved.

38.

Can't change autosave with Titan Mobile on Windows 7:

Previously it would not remember autosave settings in Windows 7. This has been fixed.

39.

Pixel Mapper elements do not centre on y-axis:

Previously when the y-axis of an element was set to 50% it was not correctly centred within the grid. This has now been fixed.

40.

Hidden Visualiser Dialogs:

Sometimes it was possible for Visualiser dialogs to appear on another screen or behind windows. This might make you think it was not working
correctly. This has been changed so that it should always be visible.

41.

Abc mode resets with latched set legend:

When the touch keyboard was set to Abc mode with set legend latched it would stop working correctly after a legend had been set. It has now
been fixed so that it continues working in the set mode until manually changed.

42.
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Usb Expert - Wheels tab does not respond to Expert Touch wheel 3:

In Usb Expert the wheels tab would only show changes to the first two wheels on the Expert Touch wing. This could be confusing and make you
think there was a problem with the wheel when there was not. This has now been resolved.

43.

Fixed universe ArtNet nodes don't disappear from available nodes after assignment.:

Previously ArtNet nodes that can only be assigned once didn't disappear from the available nodes list after they had been assigned. This has been
resolved.

44.

Last Expert DMX output remains in available nodes list when assigned.:

Previously after assigning all Expert DMX outputs the last output still showed in the available nodes list and could be reassigned. This has been
resolved.

45.

Pixel Mapper layer number disappears:

Previously after adding elements in the effect editor the layer numbers would disappear. They have now been instructed to stay where they are
and not move.

46.

Crossfading cue lists not working correctly:

Previously when a cue list was set to manual crossfade sometimes the cues did not output the expected values according to fader level. This has
now been resolved.

47.

Winamp universes:

Previously it was not possible to control Winamp using any universe other than 1. This has now been resolved.

48.

Problems setting shape phase with large numbers of fixtures:

Previously with very large numbers of fixtures it was difficult to adjust the shape phase by wheel. This has now been resolved.

49.

Preset palettes don't work for all fixtures:

Previously when more than one type of fixture was patched preset palettes for everything other than the first fixture type were stored as normal
palettes. If additional fixtures of these type were then added later the preset palettes would not apply to them. It has now been fixed so that
preset palettes for all fixtures are stored as shared as expected.

50.

Auto groups don't recreate once deleted:

If auto groups and their associated fixtures were completely removed and then patched again later auto groups would not be created. It has now
been fixed so groups will automatically be created again.

51.

Sub fixture palettes:

Previously, when storing a palette where the programmer contained different values for the master fixture and one cell it would default to shared
type which, if recorded as such, would not recall as expected. The software now correctly automatically defaults to store normal type in this
situation.

52.

Quick include contains tracked data:

Previously when including a cue list step the result would contain tracked values as well as the cue data. It has now been fixed so that only
values from the cue are included.

53.

Live update:

Previously if an active cue was updated the output to stage would revert to the original values upon clear. Updating a live cue now works
correctly.

54.

Update doesn't track back as expected:

Previously when using the update function on a cue-list cue the updated values would always update in the current cue. It now tracks back and
updates the correct cue.

55.

Shared palettes copy as normal:

Previously if you copied a shared palette the copy would become a normal palette which included all the relevant fixtures currently patched.
Copies of shared palettes have been told to behave and now stay shared as expected.

56.

Not Yet Implemented
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Changing system time kills playbacks:

TitanNet relies on system time for synchronisation. If the time is changed on a console any active cues will deactivate and need to be refired. It is
advised you avoid changing the system time during a show.

1.

DMX Settings reset when loading shows from previous versions.:

DMX Settings are not preserved from previous versions. It is recommended that you check DMX Settings after loading a show from a previous
version and adjust as necessary.

2.

Release version 5.0  Back to top

Upgrade Procedure

Back to top

Upgrading from: 3.1:

There is no upgrade path from versions prior to 4.0 and so the software must be installed by running a recovery disc. You can download a
recovery disc containing this software from Avolites download. Please follow the instructions given when downloading the recovery disc to install
this version.

1.

Upgrading from: 4.0:

Please ensure you save and backup your shows before attempting to upgrade any software. An automated upgrade path from Titan 4.1 is
provided. Upgrading from any other version requires the running of a Titan 5.0 recovery disc. You can download the latest Titan software from
Avolites download. Full instructions for upgrading both with an installer and a recovery disc are supplied with the download and can be found in
the console manual. The installer upgrade procedure is reproduced briefly below. Please save the software to a USB stick or other media and
follow these instructions: Shutdown the software by selecting 'Shutdown Software' from the tools menu. Insert the USB stick in the console and
click on the yellow 'Folders' icon on the tools menu of the console. Find the setup file you saved to the USB stick and double click to run it. Follow
the instructions presented by the installer, taking care to read each step carefully. Once the setup completes you need to restart the console.

2.
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